**Tool Tracker**

Manage your tool lifecycle and reduce tool loss and theft

Know where all your tools are and their history in real time! Hexagon’s Xalt Tool Tracker gives you complete visibility into accurate details of your tool inventory from any iOS, Android or browser device. Tailored for your unique workflows and integrated with your other systems, Tool Tracker provides automated, digital access to every tool’s location, along with current and previous usage, to ensure accountability and prevent loss or theft.

Based on closed-loop processes that protect your inventory, Tool Tracking with Xalt, saves time once spent hunting down tools and the cost of purchasing unnecessary replacements. Our solution makes it easy to view and interpret maintenance requirements in seconds, ensuring every tool is ready when needed, and every worker is accountable for checked-out tools.

**Key features and benefits:**

- Automates tool tracking with an easy-to-use, mobile-optimized interface
- Allows you to submit requests for available tools in seconds
- Enables quick tool lookup using a unique identifier, such as a barcode or QR code
- Provides historical information for optimal maintenance, calibration and replacement
- Records tool transactions between departments and crews
- Allows you to schedule tool delivery to specific job sites
- Tracks the original cost of each tool and its history
- Facilitates reporting on tool availability and usage, improving tool budgeting
- Enables quick tool lookup using a unique identifier, such as a barcode or QR code
- Facilitates tool transfer from person to person, job to job or a combination of the two
- Lets you incorporate manufacturer’s repair and calibration information, as well as tool instruction manuals, that exist online
- Enables quick tool lookup using a unique identifier, such as a barcode or QR code
- Facilitates tool transfer from person to person, job to job or a combination of the two
- Improves tool availability and accountability
- Facilitates tool transfer from person to person, job to job or a combination of the two
- Enables quick tool lookup using a unique identifier, such as a barcode or QR code
- Facilitates tool transfer from person to person, job to job or a combination of the two
- Gain visibility into tool location
- Improve accountability
- Mitigate tool hoarding
- Reduce loss and labor
Reduce total cost of tool ownership, loss and labor with easy management of your tool lifecycle! Xalt Tool Tracking gives you automated, real-time access to accurate tool information on any iOS, Android or browser device.

To learn more about Tool Tracking or to explore our construction solutions’ portfolio visit https://hexagonxalt.com/industry-stories/construction.

To have everything mapped to our unique processes is amazing. We’re just getting started with Xalt. The more we start doing with it, the more it ties everything together.”

- Matt Fairbanks, Chief Information Officer, VECA Electric

Accelerate your digital transformation

Hexagon is a global leader in digital reality solutions, combining sensor, software and autonomous technologies. We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity, quality and safety across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, public sector and mobility applications.

Our technologies are shaping production and people-related ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous – ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 21,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of approximately 3.8bn EUR. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.

Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions accelerates your digital transformation by solving your workplace challenges with the industry's most agile framework, supported by innovative, tailored solutions.